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THE FORMATIVE YEARS

was the child of a pioneer family.
Pioneering was also the hallmark of his scientific achievements and humanitarian contributions. He was the first son
and fourth child of Cornelius Armstrong McCollum and Martha
Catherine Kidwell McCollum who sixteen years before had
become homesteaders on one hundred sixty acres ten miles
west and one mile north of Fort Scott, Kansas. His only brother,
Burton, was sixteen months younger. The two were inseparable
companions throughout their youth, and each influenced the
other as long as they both lived. Each of the three sisters graduated from Lombard University, a Universalist Divinity School
with a preparatory division, and each married a Universalist
minister. Since the brother as well as Dr. McCollum graduated
from the University of Kansas, all five of the McCollum children
attained a much higher level of formal education than the
parents.
Dr. McCollum developed in humble circumstances. But in
spite of the stark realities of frontier life, with parents who had
received scarcely any formal schooling, he showed unusual
capacity to learn and reflect on much that he observed. The
parents and the other children also had high regard for learning.
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The mother had attended a backwoods school only two
winters. She could scarcely read when the first child was born.
But in spite of all the burdens of farm chores, raising and
preserving food for the family, and innumerable household
duties, she learned to read well, and she devoted time to the
education of all the children. As Dr. McCollum wrote of her,
"She valued education for its own sake and for its influence
on human dignity and refinement, because it enabled people to
escape drudgery, increased their earning power, and won the
esteem of people who cared for culture." Her determination,
high ethical values, and respect for culture and her thrifty
management of the family and its meager income and expenditures evidently were continuously felt in the family circle.
The father read every moment that he had opportunity, but
the supply of books and magazines was markedly limited and
there were scarcely any well-informed and scholarly persons
around him. As Dr. McCollum described him, "He was continually thinking inquiringly," but the unevenness of his
knowledge and the driving necessity of devoting nearly all his
time to manual work kept him imprisoned by some remarkably
naive beliefs.
The parents were innovative and strongly motivated to attain economic security and were in fact leaders in their community. The mother frequently assisted the neighbors in sickness and bereavement. Her resourcefulness proved highly
essential to the family at the beginning of her elder son's tenth
year. The father became chronically ill, possibly due to
tuberculosis of the bones. With the onset of this family crisis,
it became necessary for the young McCollum to assume some
of the responsibilities of an adult. In spite of the father's illness,
it was economically necessary to continue operation of the farm
until the year that the boy became seventeen. For the entire
family these years were marked by never-ending toil and
anxiety.
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Elmer McCollum, with his younger brother, attended a
one-room school which at best provided limited educational
experiences. The pressure of duties on the farm caused him
to miss school many days in autumn and spring. In his autobiography, produced sixty-eight years later, Dr. McCollum
wrote of these early years: "While I lived on the farm I did not
come into contact with a single individual who was both well
informed and well endowed intellectually in any branch of
learning, or who was motivated to inquire into the phenomena
of nature. My environment was without stimulation of mental
activity."
In 1893, when Elmer was fourteen years old, Mrs. McCollum
took the two boys to the World's Columbian Exposition in
Chicago. This experience broadened his horizons even though
it also was devoid of much intellectual stimulation.
Probably one of the most significant actions for Dr. McCollum, and ultimately for advances in nutritional sciences, was
the brave decision by the mother in 1896 to move the family
to the vicinity of Lawrence, Kansas. The purpose was to provide opportunity for her two sons to attend high school and
then the University of Kansas. In this decision she was supported by her invalid husband, but at that time neither son had
a strong desire for much formal education.
The McCollum family's strategy was similar to that of manyother rural families in that era in the Middle West. They
secured as much cash as possible by selling nearly all the livestock and farm implements. The farm was rented as a source
of income, and with the cash they purchased a fifteen-acre tract
almost adjacent to the campus of the University of Kansas.
This was converted to a fruit farm on which they hoped to
produce enough income, along with the farm rental income,
to meet the essential needs of the parents as well as the sons.
Because the income was never enough, it became necessary for
the boys to obtain employment in Lawrence.
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When the family arrived at Lawrence, Elmer was already
seventeen years old, and he had not yet received any formal
education beyond that afforded by the district school. He had
suffered the humiliation of failing the general certification examinations held that spring.
Because he lacked the certificate of graduation, the high
school principal, Mr. Frank A. Olney, inquired concerning
his preparation. On the strength that he had read many books
and that he had memorized many poems, such as Lowell's
"Vision of Sir Launfal," Mr. Olney admitted him provisionally.
This was a great relief to the new student. In later years Dr.
McCollum often recalled with appreciation this understanding
action.
The intellectual competence and interests of the youth were
quickly and unmistakably revealed in the high school record.
His studies included Latin, history, mathematics, chemistry,
and physics. He learned in such depth that when he entered
the university, advanced credits were awarded in English composition, chemistry, and physics. Owing to the excessive hours
of employment and his responsibilities on the family acreage,
there was little time for social contacts. Nevertheless, he was
elected class president in both his junior and senior years. In
this role he delivered an oration at the graduation exercises.
The subject was "The Puerto Rican Tariff," a lively topic at
that time. Dr. McCollum's wide interests and knowledge were
greatly influenced by his discovery and instant love of the
Encyclopaedia Britannica, which was kept in the assembly
room of the high school. He was so strongly impressed that he
arranged for a book dealer in Lawrence to obtain for him a good
used set. This cost him $25, an amount representing about
two months of his earnings at that time. He retained the set
and used it assiduously for about twenty-five years, when he
purchased a new edition.
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Throughout his adult life Dr. McCollum liked to recount
some of his vivid memories of these high school years. They
were largely concerned with his grinding preoccupation with
physical labor through which he earned the money needed for
his education and to supplement the meager resources of his
family. His main job was lighting and extinguishing the gas
lamps on the streets of one half of Lawrence. This job was
continued throughout high school and his first two years in the
university. Since this did not provide enough money to meet
all his needs, he also obtained employment in the office of the
Lawrence Daily World.
Each day a little before sunset he reported at the gasworks.
If it was cloudy or if the moon was not shining brightly, he
would start his lamplighting rounds; but if the manager decided
that the moon would shine brightly, he did not work. For such
nights he did not receive wages, since he was paid only when
he tended the lamps. Moonshine was literally for him an occupational handicap. After finishing the lighting he slept in a
hammock in an attic above the retorts until midnight, when
he would begin his rounds extinguishing the lamps. This
required about one and one-half hours. Following this he would
walk about one-half mile to his home and, after eating, he
would sleep the rest of the night.
The work at the newspaper office was largely in the afternoons following school. Frequently on Saturdays he collected
for advertising by the merchants of Lawrence. Thus it is
doubtful that any other boy in high school during that period
had so little free time as the young McCollum.
On many occasions Dr. McCollum expressed his gratitude
for the influence of several of the high school teachers on his
development. For example, he wrote, "Listening to them talk,
individually or in classes, and observing their ways of doing
things opened my eyes to new and creditable standards of
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thought and conduct. Four of them greatly influenced my
thinking and standards, although they were doubtless quite
unaware of what they were doing for me."
About the time the young McCollum entered high school
he joined the Unitarian church. Throughout his life he had a
broad and active interest in the religions and philosophies of all
ages, but he did not attend church services or participate in any
kind of church programs.
After entering the University of Kansas, in September 1900,
he continued to light lamps and work at the newspaper office
until he received an appointment as a student instructor in
his third year. T h e latter provided more income and an
opportunity for adequate sleep.
Owing to his initial interest in preparing for medicine, during his first college year he devoted much time to the study of
human anatomy. He also gave time to bacteriology and to
courses in qualitative and quantitative chemical analysis. At
the begining of the second year he studied organic chemistry
under Dr. Edward Bartow. He became so fascinated with the
subject that he abandoned all thought of becoming a physician.
There were few limiting regulations of the university on the
distribution of study time or in the choice of courses. Thus
the young McCollum devoted nearly all his attention to courses
in chemistry and to special work on the preparation of many
compounds described in Gatterman's textbook, Organic Chemistry.
Toward the end of his second year he began the analysis of
samples of petroleum sent to Dr. Bartow by crude oil producers
in the Oklahoma Territory and in southern Kansas. Thus a
new and valuable source of income was established.
Through academic work during the summers and the opportunity to receive credits through special examinations, McCollum earned his A.B. degree in three years.
He was immediately admitted for work leading to an M.S.
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degree in chemistry. This included an appointment as teaching assistant in chemistry with a stipend of $300 for the year.
His courses included a series of lectures in physiological chemistry. The master's thesis was based on a study of the composition of the gas in the hollow stems of the giant water lily,
Nelumbo lutea /American lotus), when the plant was exposed
to sunlight and during the hours of darkness. This thesis was
accepted, but the work was never published. Dr. Arthur Harris,
who was highly respected by the young McCollum, directed the
work. A few years earlier Harris had served with him in lighting the gas lamps of Lawrence.
Other influential teachers respected by the young McCollum
included Professor E. C. Franklin and Dr. H. P. Cady. The
latter was especially helpful in guiding him toward a superior
graduate school for further training in organic chemistry.
Through his study of current chemical journals he decided that
the work of Dr. H. L. Wheeler and Dr. T. B. Johnson at Yale
University was the most promising for him.
In 1904 the young man applied to Yale for admission and
a fellowship. He was promptly admitted, but he was given
only a scholarship exempting him from paying tuition. Undaunted, he accepted the offer in the belief that some way
would be found to earn the money needed for his maintenance.
On his way by train to New Haven, McCollum stopped in
St. Louis for one day to visit the Lewis and Clark Exposition
and to attend briefly the International Congress of Chemists
that was in session. There he introduced himself to Professor
Russell Chittenden, with whom he had been in correspondence
concerning his admission to Yale. This began a lasting and
fruitful friendship. Assured that every effort would be made to
assist him, he resumed his journey to New Haven. He arrived
there with $82 in his pocket and with no firm prospects of
securing more.
The tall, extremely thin young man had come into a new
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world. With hard work, foresight, and desire to accommodate
to that world, the two years he spent in earning the Ph.D. degree
proved to be extraordinarily fruitful and pleasing. The system
for the conduct of graduate study that he experienced and the
patterns of work and self-development that he pursued were
followed throughout his life.
When he arrived in New Haven he had rarely been away
from home more than a few hours at a time. Most of the
students he had known in high school and in undergraduate
school were similar to him in background and experience.
Scarcely any came from families of wealth and position. But at
Yale he met every variety of person. He tried to learn from
all, and he cultivated the qualities of their lives that seemed
to be important in making the most of his own life.
During the first year he found it possible to live in the
home of one of his former high school teachers, Arthur L.
Corbin, who had studied law and was at the time a faculty
member in the Yale law school. After this transition period
in the Corbin family he was invited by Professor Chittenden
to live in one of the two suites of living rooms on the top floor
of the chemistry building. This was home for him during the
remaining two years at Yale. His roommate was Phillip
Mitchell, who was a student of Professor Lafayette B. Mendel
and later became Professor of Physiology at Brown University.
Immediately after entering the Sheffield Scientific School at
Yale, McCollum became associated with Professor Treat B.
Johnson, who directed his doctoral research. The research was
concerned with the preparation and study of pyrimidines.
Students closely associated with him included Stanley R. Benedict, Stanley Bristol, Samuel H. Clapp, William B. Cramer,
Samuel Dudley, George S. Jamieson, Eli M. K. Ryder, Carl
O. Johns, and Johannes G. Statiropulous.
The young McCollum appreciated Dr. Johnson's method of
providing guidance. T o suggest steps that might be taken to
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prepare the desired compounds, Dr. Johnson used large sheets
of newsprint, drew the formulas of known starting compounds,
and indicated reagents and conditions to be used. Together
they would discuss the procedures and the conditions that
seemed to be most promising.
During his second year McCollum contracted pneumonia.
The enforced absences from classes and his debilitated health
for some time thereafter seriously interfered with his progress.
For a time it appeared that this might delay the completion of
his degree. The illness and his intense preoccupation with research in organic chemistry had caused him to get seriously
behind in crystallography, his second minor. When the teacher,
Professor Samuel L. Penfield, learned about the situation he
decided that the young man needed to improve his health
more than he needed to spend time drawing crystals. He
promised that if the student would spend time canoeing on the
river three times a week the rest of the semester, he would receive credit for the course! This unorthodox but extraordinary
act of kindness was a significant influence throughout Dr.
McCollum's long life with students. He never ceased to be
grateful to Professor Penfield.
The intensive reading habits cultivated during his graduate
years were followed throughout Dr. McCollum's life. On his
first visit to the laboratory Professor Horace L. Wells gave him
a key to the large library provided by Professor Wheeler. Thereafter young McCollum spent many evenings in the library.
This significant pattern is aptly described in his autobiography:
"I took down in succession the volumes of a series of journals
and turned every page, leisurely scanning them, until I came
upon a title which interested me. Then I read carefully the
introduction. . . . Next I examined the experimental observations and studied the conclusions which the author drew from
them. Before proceeding further I reflected on what I might do
in order to shed more light on the program."
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Earning money to pay expenses was still essential. McCollum was soon employed to give instruction in elementary chemistry three evenings per week at the YMCA. This paid $10.00
per week, and it required only a small expenditure of time and
labor. Another source of income was in tutoring students.
After a few months, a number of students with money began
to come to him for assistance. The tutors to whom students were
attracted charged a minimum of $3.00 per hour. At such rates
the young McCollum developed for the first time in his life a
sense of financial security. Even while a full time and productive graduate student he began to earn enough money to
accumulate savings.
Another financial and scholastic advantage was gained by
the young Kansan when he competed with six other students
in a comprehensive chemistry examination at the end of the
first year and earned the coveted Loomis Prize of $400. Through
the help of his closest friend, Bill Cramer, he obtained work
one summer as a clerk at a hotel on Block Island, Rhode Island.
This added more to his financial resources and to his experience.
He always cherished the warm friendship and great help of this
thoughtful man.
The doctoral research progressed so rapidly and well that
two months before the degree was granted, in June 1906, Dr.
McCollum began work in Dr. T. B. Osborne's laboratory. The
work continued six months. During that time he used the
Fischer ester method for the analysis of protein hydrolysates.
Working with Samuel Clapp he learned about Osborne's purified proteins from different seed grains and the general status
of protein investigations.
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN: TEN PIONEERING YEARS

Because there was no desirable academic position available
at the end of the summer of 1906, McCollum went to Professor
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L. B. Mendel's laboratory to learn more about biochemistry.
This proved to be an eventful decision. During the year he
attended the lectures of Mendel, F. P. Underbill, and R. H.
Chittenden, and he worked in the laboratory gaining familiarity
with the analytical methods applicable to biochemistry. In the
following spring, through Dr. Mendel, a promising position
was obtained at the University of Wisconsin. On July 1, 1907,
he began investigational work in Madison as an instructor in
agricultural chemistry. The beginning annual salary was $1200.
This undertaking proved to be a most significant event in the
advancement of nutrition, even though at the time McCollum
would have preferred an academic position in organic chemistry.
Having been appointed to a promising position, McCollum
in 1907 married Constance Carruth, whom he had known at
Lawrence, Kansas. The children were Donald C, who became
a physician, and four daughters, Jean Westwick, Margaret
Sprague, Kathleen Albright, and Elsbeth Fox. Many years
later the marriage ended in divorce.
Under the direction of Professor E. B. Hart, McCollum
became a part of the laboratory team assigned to the famous
experiment with heifers restricted to rations derived from
single-plant sources. These sources were wheat, corn, and oat
plants. The experiment had been planned by Professor S. M.
Babcock, who had preceded Dr. Hart as head of agricultural
chemistry. The purpose was to determine whether the accepted
methods of food analysis actually gave results on which nutritive
values could be judged. Dr. Babcock was skeptical.
The rations were intended to include all parts of the plant
except the roots. The parts were furnished in such proportions
that the entire ration for each of the three experimental groups
of animals had the same composition as shown by the official
accepted methods of chemical analysis. A fourth group received
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a ration derived from all three plants. This was to determine
whether variety in source of nutrients was of nutritional importance.
To the enthusiastic but inexperienced McCollum, the experiment was already yielding impressive if not meaningful
results. By the time he first saw the heifers, after several months
on the rations, the groups had differentiated greatly. The remarkable differences in appearance and physiological status
stimulated him to find the correct explanation. He decided
that "something fundamental remained to be discovered."
It is notable that the plan of study included a searching
chemical examination of the rations and the determination of
their digestibilities. Enormous numbers of analytical determinations were carried out on blood, urine, feces, and tissues
of the cows. After four years of work it was finally concluded
that satisfying explanations for the nutritional shortcomings of
the single-plant rations could not be achieved through this
kind of design and analysis.
Trying to gain a breakthrough in understanding the nutritional requirements of man and animals, McCollum read
extensively in the literature. Of greatest interest to him was
Maly's Jahresbericht uber die Forlschritte der Tier-Chemie. He
became so impressed with the importance of many abstracts and
articles in the yearbook that he purchased an entire set (thirtyseven volumes at that time) so that he could study at home. He
learned about a number of investigations conducted between
1873 and 1906 in which small animals, mostly mice, had been
restricted to diets composed of isolated and somewhat purified
proteins, carbohydrates, fats, and inorganic salts. Concerning
this, he wrote, "I was struck by the fact that in every instance
in which small animals had been restricted to such 'purified'
diets they promptly failed in health, rapidly deteriorated
physically, and lived only a few weeks."
From these literature studies and his initial experiences
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with the heifers on restricted rations McCollum concluded that
"the most important problem in nutrition was to discover what
was lacking in such diets." He decided that it was essential to
experiment with small animals with a short life span. He
reasoned that if they were fed simplified diets composed of
purified nutrients it should be possible to determine the specific
chemical substances necessary in nutrition. This was the turning point in his career. He decided to begin experiments using
rats, since they seemed to satisfy all the criteria for the initial
studies.
This fertile concept was explained to his superiors at the
university, but only Dr. Babcock understood its import. The
Dean of the College of Agriculture refused to support any experiments with rats. Dr. Babcock said to Dr. McCollum, "I
think the Dean is wrong in his pronouncement on your new
project. I think we should go ahead and do it anyway." Being
confident that Dr. Babcock, although retired, had sufficient
standing to give him any needed backing, McCollum did go
ahead without the official support or endorsement from his dean.
The first animals for his colony were wild rats he captured
one Saturday afternoon in the old horse barn on the Station
farm. He soon found that they were too wild to be satisfactory.
They were replaced with twelve yoving albino rats he obtained
from a dealer in Chicago. The wire screen used to make the
cages cost $2.00, and the rats cost $6.00. These expenses were
borne by McCollum, since the project was tolerated rather than
approved, except by Dr. Babcock. Later, Professor Hart authorized the expenditure of $50 of university funds for the construction of two animal units, each with twelve compartments.
The carpenter, being sympathetic, made three units for the
money provided.
Dr. McCollum's rat colony was the first in the United States
maintained for nutritional investigations. It was started in
January 1908.
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The first experiments were designed to test his idea that
the nutritive failure already reported in mice on rations of purified components was due to lack of palatability. The experiments involved the determination of the effect on growth and
apparent well-being when the source and nature of the seemingly purified components of the rations were varied. At first,
McCollum believed he had demonstrated that if the "purified
food mixtures" were made palatable, through variation in composition and flavor, the animals would eat enough to satisfy
their nutritional requirements. Although his findings were
inconclusive, it was not until 1911 that his hypothesis became
seriously in doubt.
In that year Osborne and Mendel reported that the demonstration of nutritional differences between proteins required
the use of a supplement of "protein-free milk." This enabled
the rats to grow well on a diet of purified components, even
though the diet was not supplemented with flavors.
In reporting some of their work, Osborne and Mendel implied that McCollum had been careless in his experiments.
This embarrassing experience led him to discover that milk
sugar used in his diets failed to promote growth after it had
been subjected to greater purification. In addition to the correction of this error, he pointed out that the "protein-free
milk" used by Osborne and Mendel in their rations supplied
nine percent of the total nitrogen of the diets. Thus it might
have furnished a variety of unknown substances. This was soon
proved to be true. But the confrontation involved in this encounter had an even more far-reaching result because it stimulated the young scientist's development in nutritional experimentation and in the analysis of problems.
The new research based on the use of a rat colony absorbed
much of his time, but he continued to perform his duties in
the feeding experiment with the heifers until 1911. The care
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of the laboratory rats and the detailed management of many
of the feeding experiments required much more time than he
could provide in order to make the research progress at the
desired rate. Fortunately, about eighteen months after the
colony had been started, Marguerite Davis, a university graduate who was keeping house for her retired father in Madison,
was referred to McCollum to study biochemistry. After learning about the objectives of the experiments with the small rat
colony, Miss Davis volunteered to care for the animals. Except
Saturdays and Sundays, she worked every day without pay for
five years. Finally, Dr. McCollum managed to have her paid
$600 for her sixth and last year.
The generous and competent collaboration of Miss Davis in
these fertile years was an important factor in McCollum's discovery of the first known fat-soluble vitamin, later designated
vitamin A. Also, she was involved in the development of what
McCollum designated "the biological method for the analysis
of a food." This resulted in the publication of many papers with
Miss Davis, and later with others, concerning the supplementary
relations among the common foodstuffs.
Pursuing the idea of observing the consequences of feeding
diets of the simplest composition, McCollum and Davis restricted weanling rats to single kinds of seeds, such as maize,
wheat, oats, rye, and beans. T o McCollum's surprise, the
animals grew only slightly, if at all, when limited to seed
rations, whether alone or in combination with other seeds.
He considered that one or more of several factors might
account for this low "biological value" of the seeds. Published
analyses showed that seeds in general had low amounts of calcium. He believed it might be important that his recently
discovered fat-soluble dietary essential was absent from oils
obtained from seeds. Also, new information being published
on the pronounced differences in the content of some amino
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acids in proteins suggested that the apparent nutritional inferiority of the seeds might be attributable to some inadequacy
of their proteins.
Through experiments with various supplements, McCollum
found that to obtain good growth, reproduction, and a long life
span on a wheat ration, it was necessary to provide additional
(supplemental) protein, a source of calcium, and the "growthpromoting fat" (source of vitamin A).
Further feeding experiments made it clear that all the common seeds tested had the same qualitative deficiencies as wheat.
By 1915 McCollum and Davis had found that when water or
alcohol extractions of wheat germ or rice polishings were added,
polished rice was greatly improved in nutritional quality. These
experiments constituted the basis for their discovery that the
antiberiberi factor, necessary to relieve polyneuritis in pigeons,
was necessary for rats and that there were apparently only two
unidentified nutrients necessary for such animals.
Concerned with developing problems of nomenclature, in
1916, McCollum and C. Kennedy suggested the provisional use
of alphabetical terms, using a prefix designating characteristic
solubility. They proposed the term fat-soluble A and watersoluble B, respectively, to designate the two unidentified nutrients. These terms found widespread acceptance. The system
was expanded as other essential factors were discovered.
The experiments with rats were extended to comparable
studies with pigs kept on board floors. The results with rats and
pigs confirmed the impressions gained by farmers that corn
alone results in poor growth in swine. Further advances in the
newer knowledge of nutrition were made when McCollum,
with Nina Simmonds and W. Pitz, reported in 1917 that leaf
material added to diets of one or more kinds of seeds greatly
improved the growth rate and general well-being of the animals.
While McCollum was deeply immersed in these simple but
impressive experiments during the first part of the germinal
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decade of 1907-1917, he continued his pattern of reading in the
literature, but some highly relevant papers escaped his attention
and lack of the information contained therein handicapped his
progress. In particular, these included the notable observations
and conclusions of C. Eijkman and of G. Grijns on chickens
fed a diet of polished rice in Java. McCollum did not become
acquainted with this work until 1913. However, early in his
work at Madison he learned about the findings of N. Lunin in
1881, of E. G. Willcock and F. G. Hopkins in 1906, and of
various other pioneers at the turn of the century. He was greatly
impressed and stimulated by the books of E. B. Vedder in 1913
and C. Funk in 1914.
In retrospect, McCollum's inadvertent use of only partially
purified milk sugar in some of the early feeding trials, and the
earlier caging procedure that allowed the young rats access to
their feces, probably were decisive in bringing about the discovery of vitamin A as early as 1912 by McCollum and Davis.
The rats grew fairly well and seemed to be in good nutritional
condition when butterfat or egg-yolk fat was included in the
diet. They failed rapidly when lard or olive oil was the source
of fat. This evidence that certain fats contain a hitherto unidentified nutrient was rigorously confirmed when McCollum
and Davis saponified the butterfat, suspended the nonsaponifiable fraction in olive oil, and fed this to the rats. A prompt
growth response made it clear that they were dealing with a new
and essential nutrient. They soon found that an ether extract
of leaves of plants contained a nutrient with the same effect.
Until this time the maintenance of the rat colony at Wisconsin was tolerated only because the elderly and respected Dr.
Babcock insisted to the authorities that this kind of research
was important. But in December 1912, when Dean H. L. Russell
learned that the comparative study of fats was showing that
butterfat was superior to olive oil and lard, he delightedly insisted that the findings should be published right away. Clearly,
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this would be good news to the farmers of Wisconsin and others
with major agricultural interests. However, the first manuscript was not submitted for publication until April 1913. It
was sent to Professor Mendel, since he was one of the four
editors of the Journal of Biological Chemistry, where it was
published. Five months following the publication, Osborne
and Mendel reported findings in the same journal that confirmed the existence of the factor in butterfat now known to be
vitamin A.
Although for a time there was a counterclaim concerning
credit for the discovery of vitamin A, within a few years it
became quite clear that the credit belonged to McCollum alone.
All of McCollum's published experimental work had the
help of Davis from 1909 to 1916 and of Nina Simmonds from
1916 to 1929. The work of these three caused many scientists
and members of the public to regard food, nutrition, and health
in a new light and to look forward to further developments.
It is now apparent that the period from 1909 to 1916 was
one of the most rewarding and productive in all the years of
McCollum's life, at least as measured by the energy and originality of his effort and the influence of his contributions in
shaping the thinking and practices of others in nutrition.
His achievements and promise were promptly recognized by
his institution, even though it had required several years for the
importance of his rat colony to become recognized. He was
promoted in academic rank beyond his expectations, passing
from instructor, to assistant professor, to associate professor,
and to full professor in six years.
His first distinctly national recognition came in 1916 when
he received an invitation to lecture before the Flarvey Society
in New York. Later he wrote: "I was overjoyed by the invitation. Here was evidence that my observations on nutrition in
relation to foods had gained recognition by discriminating
men. It had high spiritual value for me. I accepted and chose
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the title 'The Supplementary Relations among Our Common
Foodstuffs.' "
The increasing recognition of McCollum for his originality
and significant achievements in experimental nutrition stimulated him to reflect intensively on the quality of human and
animal dietaries throughout the world. He considered practical ways through which inferior diets could be improved.
His developing involvement in such significant matters, beginning in 1917, is aptly stated in his article, "My Early Experiences in the Study of Foods and Nutrition," published in the
Annual Review of Biochemistry in 1953. He wrote:
"The new knowledge of the dietary properties of seed, leaf,
milk (which we found to be an excellent supplement to seeds),
and some observations of the dietary deficiencies of muscle
meat, together with the new information about polished rice
and the superiority of the germ as a source of nutrients, led me
to make some important generalizations on human dietaries.
I criticized the typical American's diet of that period as being of
poor quality because it was derived too largely from white
flour or cornmeal, muscle meats, potatoes, and sugar. Sugar, I
asserted, when eaten to the extent of an average of more than
100 pounds per capita per annum, crowded out from the diet
significant amounts of better constituted foods. The foods
listed, I declared, were not constituted to supplement each
other by making good their deficiencies. I recommended a diet
containing more milk and leafy vegetables, and extolled the
glandular organs of animals as superior to the muscle meats as
sources of nutrients. Milk and leafy vegetables I distinguished
as 'protective foods' because they were so constituted as to make
good the deficiencies of whatever else we liked to eat."
THE MOVE TO JOHNS HOPKINS

The Harvey Lecture, in January 1917, brought with it a
gratifying surprise. It was an invitation, received a few hours
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prior to the lecture, to visit Professor William H. Howell at
The Johns Hopkins University before returning to the University of Wisconsin. When McCollum arrived in Baltimore,
he learned that the Rockefeller Foundation had offered to
finance and eventually to endow the establishment of a School
of Hygiene and Public Health at Johns Hopkins and that Dr.
William H. Welch was to be the director of the new school.
Professor Howell was to be assistant director and professor of
physiology. These two were to select the faculty. They invited
Dr. McCollum to become professor and head of the department
of chemical hygiene (later changed to biochemistry) .
Dr. McCollum promptly accepted, but he was asked not to
mention the decision until the trustees had confirmed it. He
returned to Madison and resumed his research and teaching.
Although week after week passed without further information
about the appointment, he painfully refrained from informing
any of the officials at Wisconsin concerning his new plans.
Adding to his distress, early in April, just as the United States
entered World War I, he received a letter from Mr. Herbert
Hoover asking him to become a member of his Advisory Committee on Nutrition and to attend a meeting of this committee
in Washington. Requesting authorization to attend the highly
important meeting without divulging his plans to resign from
his appointment was, indeed, embarrassing. After the two-day
session in Washington, Mr. Hoover asked him to remain about
two weeks to help prepare some bulletins for the guidance of
homemakers on the use of substitute foods during the war. This
he did, but with added reluctance, since he felt a special obligation to be in the laboratory at Madison. To his great relief upon
his return he found the long-expected letter from President
Goodnow informing him that the Board of Trustees of Johns
Hopkins had endorsed his appointment. In referring to this
significant event Dr. McCollum wrote in his autobiography:
". . . I made a number of important discoveries [at the
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University of Wisconsin] which had great influence on arousing
interest in others in studies in nutrition. The breeding stock
of the rat colony which I left behind was continued and used
by Professors Hart and Steenbock in making contributions to
nutritional science which brought fame to them. Collectively
our studies with the colony inaugurated a new era in scientific
work at the University of Wisconsin."
In the new position there was essentially unlimited freedom
in research and opportunity to meet distinguished specialists
in public health and the supporting sciences. McCollum quickly
resumed nutritional investigations based largely on use of his
transplanted rat colony. The new life was dominated by his
driving desire to understand the chemical basis of nutrition
and his goal to render a high level of public service in teaching
and promoting the newer knowledge of nutrition. He knew
that he was the first faculty appointment to the new school,
but he could not know that his years of service there would
extend beyond those of all the other original faculty members.
The pattern of his life for all of his years on the Hopkins
faculty became singularly fixed in a routine that maximized
efficiency. There was always some time allowed to be at home
with his family. But virtually every working week included
all day Saturday and frequently some time on Sundays when
he worked in his office. For many years, to save time and to
keep in good touch with the work of his department, he joined
his staff daily at lunch, which was prepared and served in a room
near his office. He read extensively and widely in the journals
and other scientific literature both during the day and at home
during the evenings. However, when he reached the age of
fifty he gave up the reading of scientific literature at home.
Thereafter he generally devoted evenings to nonscience, largely
the classics, poetry, history, geography, and biography.
Owing to the grossly oversimplified and erroneous concepts
of foods and nutrition about 1920, it was assumed by medical
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men and public health specialists that the important advances
would be made in other areas of science and medicine. Thus
most of McCollum's colleagues at Johns Hopkins had little
real interest in what he was doing. But gradually they began to
find stimulation and promise in the work and in the expanding
newer knowledge of nutrition. Among those impressed were
Dr. Florence Sabin, Dr. and Mrs. Warren Lewis, Dr. Walter
Jones, Dr. and Mrs. John J. Abel, and Dr. L. F. Barker. The
latter asked McCollum to contribute two chapters on nutrition
to his comprehensive treatise on endocrinology.
MAKING KNOWN THE NEWER KNOWLEDGE OF NUTRITION

In the spring of 1918 McCollum accepted Dr. Milton J.
Rosenau's invitation to give the three Cutter Lectures on Hygiene and Preventive Medicine at Harvard University. The
lectures were received so favorably that Dr. Rosenau later referred to them as the high-water mark of all the Cutter Lectures.
At his suggestion, that same year McCollum had the lectures
published as a book, The Newer Knowledge of Nutrition.
Within three years 14,000 copies were sold. This turned out to
be his principal contribution in the area of educational writing.
In 1922 the second edition appeared. The fifth and last edition
appeared in 1939. Nina Simmonds was co-author of the fourth
edition. E. Orent-Keiles and Harry G. Day were the co-authors
of the last edition.
This book was unique in that it focused attention on current findings in animal and human nutrition, and it presented
many examples of malnutrition owing to inadequate diets. It
was primarily addressed to students of nutrition, physicians,
public health workers, and others concerned with health.
Clearly, the different editions showed that there were many
unsolved problems in nutrition and that the experimental approach that had been pioneered by McCollum held promise
for further invaluable advances.
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The beginnings of this country's participation in World
War I had much to do with McCollum's involvement in making
known the newer knowledge of nutrition. From the beginning
of the war he participated as a member of Mr. Herbert Hoover's
Advisory Committee on Nutrition. Several members were
frankly doubtful that his laboratory findings and views should
be taken seriously. The committee, including McCollum, first
prepared a few small bulletins designed to aid housewives in
conserving wheat, fat, and sugar through use of "food substitutes."
In 1918 Dr. McCollum was asked to speak at a meeting on
the conservation of foods that was attended by Mr. Hoover.
The response was so favorable that Mr. Hoover promptly arranged for him to give talks on the same subject in many of the
major cities. The talks discussed the poor quality of the typical
diet in the United States, and they showed how menus could
be constructed with combinations of foods that tended to correct
the deficiencies of each. This was generally a revelation to the
audiences that heard him. The teachers and students of dietetics
and home economics began at once to show interest and to
adopt the newer knowledge. On this extensive tour McCollum
used the term "protective foods" in lecturing. He had used it
in his book The Newer Knowledge of Nutrition.
He emphasized the effects of several kinds of diets on growth,
fertility, success in rearing young, and life span of experimental
animals. There was emphasis on planning the diet around a
foundation of about a quart of milk and two servings of leafy
vegetables per day. The virtues were extolled of frequent inclusion in the menus of eggs and the glandular organs, such as
liver. He emphasized the value of cereal germs in contrast to
the starchy portions of the food grains.
It is difficult to assess the degree to which McCollum's pronouncements on the newer knowledge accounted for the
changes in the consumption of different foods in the several
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years that followed. Rapid changes occurred at about that time
in food refrigeration, transportation, and marketing. However,
his lecturing and writing must be reckoned a potent influence
that keyed rapid and far-reaching changes in food patterns. For
example, between 1919 and 1926 the national production of
milk products increased by one third. "Milk Weeks" were endorsed . by city officials, and boxing bouts were held for the
benefit of milk funds as early as 1921. Some evidence shows
that typically middle-class families in 1926-1927 spent about
four times as much of their food money for milk, fruit, and
vegetables as did middle-class families a century earlier. Surely,
in the years of World War I and the decade that followed, McCollum contributed to these invaluable changes more than any
other individual.
There were various other ways through which McCollum
strongly influenced human dietary practices and animal feeding. In 1915 he was asked to write a series of articles for Hoard's
Dairyman. The articles succinctly presented the newer knowledge concerning quality in foods and good and poor combinations. For almost twenty-five years, beginning in 1922, he
regularly wrote articles on nutrition and foods for McCall's
Magazine. Eventually these were prepared with the assistance
of trained staff writers. A number of newspapers began to reprint excerpts from the articles. The great breadth of his public
visibility created by this service, and the professional eminence
he was attaining in science—he was elected to the National
Academy of Sciences in 1920—led to other exposures of his
views on the nature and importance of foods and nutrition in
health. This included special articles based on interviews with
McCollum that appeared in such publications as The New York
Times and The Saturday Evening Post. Another avenue of
major influence was through summer courses in nutrition that
he gave for several years at universities in California, Colorado,
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Missouri, Ohio, and Utah. Home economists, medical and
dental societies, and various other professional groups invited
him to address their meetings. His personal acceptability was
high, and his speaking was persuasive.
Another avenue through which McCollum moved many
people to better understanding was the little book Food, Nutrition, and Health, which he wrote and published privately, in
the first editions (1925-1933) with Nina Simmonds and in the
following editions with Ernestine Becker. The latter was associated with him in research and teaching throughout nearly
all his years at The Johns Hopkins University. She became his
wife in 1945.
THE DISCOVERY OF VITAMIN D

The extraordinary variety of experimental diets systematically employed by McCollum in studying the nutritional
inadequacies of plants led him to the chance observation in
1918 that young rats develop a ricketic condition when restricted to diets composed principally of cereal grains and providing disproportionate calcium-to-phosphorus ratios. The
harmful effect of unfavorable ratios of calcium to phosphorus
in the diet was largely alleviated by the provision of small
amounts of cod liver oil.
Fortunately, the right combination of motivated specialists
was at hand at Johns Hopkins to help exploit these basic observations for the good of humanity. They were Dr. John
Howland and two members of his staff in pediatrics, Dr.
Edwards A. Park and Dr. Paul G. Shipley. Participating with
McCollum were Nina Simmonds, Ernestine Becker, and H. T.
Parsons.
At the first meeting of Howland and McCollum, in 1918,
it was decided by the two that the latter had most probably
discovered the correct approach to the elucidation of the origin
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and treatment of rickets. Before they separated that day, they
agreed to undertake a cooperative study of the abnormalities
of bone growth produced by designed dietary defects.
During the following three years the McCollum group
tested the effects of more than three hundred experimental
rations. The Howland group made histological studies of bone
sections taken from five or six rats of each experimental group.
They laboriously sifted through a huge mass of data. It was
soon recognized that the source and the amount of fat, regardless
of whether it contained vitamin A and the ratios between calcium and phosphorus, were the major factors in the growth
and soundness of bones. Because only a small amount of cod
liver oil was as effective as a much greater amount of butterfat
in the improvement of faulty bone structures, they assumed
that the difference was due to variation in the content of a
specific nutrient required by the rats. Of course, they knew
that cod liver oil had been employed therapeutically for a long
time, but the basis for its somewhat-questioned usefulness was
entirely a mystery.
To determine whether or not the nutrient might be vitamin
A, which could be readily destroyed by oxidation, in 1922 the
McCollum group passed air through heated cod liver oil and
butterfat. Although the treated materials had lost all vitamin
A potency, each retained its antiricketic activity. Thus they
concluded that the antiricketic substance was distinct from
vitamin A, and that the experiments showed "the existence of
a fourth vitamin whose specific property . . . is to regulate the
metabolism of bones."
Among the many diets the McCollum workers had studied,
the one designated 3143 caused acute and severe rickets in
weanling rats. With major contributions from Park, as well as
from McCollum, the Johns Hopkins group developed an assay
method for vitamin D that was based on the use of this diet.
The assay end-point became known as the "line test." The
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administration of test substances containing vitamin D resulted
in the prompt formation of a line of calcification that could
be clearly delineated upon examination of a section of the
isolated bone. With subsequent refinement and suitable application, this biological test became one of the most dependable
and widely used methods for the analysis of foods and other
materials for vitamin D activity and the extension of knowledge
concerning vitamin D.
With this test the McCollum group showed in 1921 that
sunshine protects against rickets. In so doing they partially
explained the basis for K. Huldschinsky's finding in 1919 that
ultraviolet light exerts a curative effect on rickets. Other investigators in other laboratories gradually elucidated the relationships among ultraviolet light, precursors of vitamin D,
and rickets.
Credit for the myriad developments involving vitamin D
is owed to a host of investigators, but much of the groundwork
was done by McCollum and his associates.
INVESTIGATIONS ON OTHER NUTRIENTS

In other studies concerning lipids and fat-soluble vitamins
many of McCollum's students and other associates were involved. Among these, some recognition needs to be given to
the exciting work with his student Cosmo Mackenzie on vitamin
E and muscular dystrophy. They showed that the muscular
dystrophy occurring in rats and rabbits on vitamin E-free diets
can be completely cured by the provision of alpha-tocopherol,
the first chemically defined substance with vitamin E activity.
However, their hopes that muscular dystrophy occurring spontaneously in human beings might be successfully treated with
this vitamin were soon dashed. It didn't work.
Various students and others worked on problems concerned
with B vitamins and with several other nutritional subjects.
One of the stimulating results came from the work of H. J.
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Prebluda that, through the rinding of a reagent with high
specificity for the thiazole portion of thiamine, provided the
essential basis for the development of a method for the quantitative determination of thiamine in biological materials.
McCollum's contributions to the understanding of inorganic
elements in nutrition spanned almost his entire life as an experimental investigator. In 1909, in work with laying hens,
he proved that the phosphorus requirement could be satisfied
from orthophosphate in the feed. Twenty-two years later, with
his student Elsa Orent, he discovered the spectacular effects
of extreme magnesium deficiency in young rats. This was followed in the Johns Hopkins laboratory by a number of studies
that led to a much better understanding of the essential role of
magnesium in nutrition. About the same time, McCollum and
Orent established the essentiality of manganese and showed
that extreme deficiency results in loss of the "maternal instinct"
in postparturient rats. At that time the newspapers referred
to manganese as the nutrient necessary for "maternal instinct."
Also, male rats suffered testicular degeneration that led to complete sterility.
This general area of research was significantly furthered by a
long-term grant from the Rockefeller Foundation that became
effective in 1936. With the contributions of several younger
associates, studies were concentrated on the effects in the rat
of dietary deficiencies and imbalances of many inorganic elements, including sodium, potassium, phosphorus, iron, zinc,
magnesium, calcium and boron. Dr. Richard Follis joined the
McCollum group in 1938. This resulted in the detailed histological study of many tissues from rats deficient in potassium,
in phosphorus, in sodium, and in zinc.
THE PUBLIC GOOD: CONSULTING AND MEMBERSHIP ON
PUBLIC COMMISSIONS AND BOARDS

No other nutritional scientist probably rendered greater
service in influencing the dietary practices of the people and the
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thinking of scientific bodies and public officials in matters concerning human nutrition than did McCollum. Such influence
began to be significant before he left the University of Wisconsin. It continued in many ways through his years on the
faculty at The Johns Hopkins University and for all of his
retirement years.
Probably his most cherished service was to the MerrillPalmer Institute of Detroit. He consulted with its director at
its founding, in 1919, and he continued as a regular consultant
through twelve years. Shortly after his eightieth birthday he
was called back to the Institute to receive a citation for his
"outstanding contribution to science and education in the area
where the Institute's objectives are directed."
Through the years 1928-1937 McCollum was a consultant
to the Bureau of Animal Industry of the United States Department of Agriculture at the Beltsville research center. From
1932 to 1949 he was a member of the U.S. Pharmacopeial Revision Board. In this role he made various contributions concerning vitamins and other nutrients. From 1933 to 1937 he
was a member of the National Advisory Health Council. In
1941 he chaired the Section on Research of the National Conference on Nutrition and Defense and the U.S. Advisory Committee of the Coordinator of Information on Food and Nutrition. Also, in that year he became a member of the Food and
Nutrition Board of the National Research Council. In addition, he became a member of the Scientific Advisory Committee
of the newly formed Nutrition Foundation, Inc., on which
he continued to serve until 1953.
The great demands of World War II caused Dr. McCollum
in 1942 to become a member of the subcommittee, Emergency
Research Committee on Food and Nutrition of the National
Research Council. The next year involved him as consultant
to the U.S. Lend-Lease Administration. Also, in 1943 he was
consultant to the Industrial Hygiene Section of the U.S. Army.
These responsibilities were taken seriously by McCollum.
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They occasioned many times the thoughtful preparation of
comprehensive memoranda in which the essential facts and
the pros and cons of different problems were weighed. He always did his homework in consulting and serving on commissions and boards.
At different times he was on the editorial boards of the
Journal of Biological Chemistry, Journal of Nutrition, and
Nutrition Reviews. He was the president of the American
Society of Biological Chemists in 1927 and 1928 and of the
American Institute of Nutrition in 1938.
The first of many international and national responsibilities
on public commissions and councils started for McCollum in
1931 when he became a member of the first International Conference on Vitamin Standards. It met in London both in 1931
and in 1934. In 1931 he was also the United States delegate to
the International Dairy Congress at Copenhagen. His international contributions were extended in 1935 when he became
a member of the Permanent Commission on Nutrition of the
League of Nations. During 1936—1937 he served on the Mixed
Committee on Nutrition of the Health Section of the League.
Also, in 1937 he was a member of the Technical Experts Commission of the League. One year later he was the chairman of
the Nutrition Section of the Tenth Pan American Sanitary
Conference, held in Bogota, Colombia. In 1939 he was the
chairman of the Nutrition Section of the Pan American Bureau.
It may be added that until these international responsibilities were assumed, Dr. McCollum had never owned a wardrobe
containing anything more dressy than an ordinary tuxedo. In
preparation for the duties abroad he arranged for a haberdasher
near the Johns Hopkins medical school to provide all that he
might need. The commission was carried out with such
thoroughness that he could have served at a high level in the
diplomatic service. In later years McCollum smilingly looked
back on it as the big fashion splurge of his life. It: represented,
indeed, a giant step from the Kansas farm.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FOOD INDUSTRY

Throughout his professional life McCollum's interests and
time remained broadly focused on nutritional research and the
promotion of sound nutritional practices. This naturally included some associations with various food industries. The
closest was with the dairy industry. The degree to which his
influence accounted for the extraordinary development of dairy
products in nutrition cannot be assessed, but surely it was not
exceeded by that of any other person.
The clearest beginning probably was in April 1918, when
he suggested at a meeting of the Associated Dairy Associations
in Chicago that consideration be given to what might be done
to increase the consumption of dairy products in the interest
of better health. This was in connection with his speaking tour
of the country on behalf of the policies of the Hoover Food
Administration. These words from that Chicago address made
a profound impression on this key group:
"I have been traveling almost continuously for the past two
months, telling the people of this country to patronize the dairy
industry. I have formed certain conclusions as the result of
ten years of experimental study of nutrition, which it will be to
your profit to hear and I want your support and assistance in my
attempt to spread information concerning the paramount importance of dairy products in the nutrition of man."
Through regular contributions from various branches of
the industry, the newly formed National Dairy Council began
an extensive program of responsible education of health leaders
and the public. This has continued over the years. McCollum
maintained an active interest in the Council throughout his
life. He never carried an official title, but staff members and
others connected with the industry sought his advice.
For many years he maintained some professional connection
with the Certified Milk Association.
In the 1930's and 1940's he had much to do with the plan-
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ning, staffing, and supervising of the research work of the National Dairy Products Corporation. During this period the
research laboratories were in Baltimore. His general practice
was to stop at the laboratories early in the morning for an hour
or two on the way to his office at the university. To increase
his contacts with the laboratory, he also held a weekly dinner
meeting at his home with the key personnel. This enterprise
became one of the world's great food industry laboratories.
It was characteristic of McCollum that a considerable part of
the income from this arrangement was invested in an insurance
policy on his life, with The Johns Hopkins University as the
beneficiary. As he wrote in a letter to the author in 1956, "The
University has afforded me wonderful opportunities, and I
wanted to return as much as possible of what was given me as
salary."
THE BREAD ENRICHMENT DEBATE

Owing to the widely recognized nutritional deficiencies of
white bread, which over the years McCollum demonstrated
and publicized, it was inevitable that the developments in producing certain synthetic vitamins should lead to proposals for
their use in programs for the fortification of bread and flour.
Thus in 1941, with all the enthusiasm and urgency that warborne causes and new converts can command, the national campaign to enrich bread and flour with thiamine, niacin, and iron
was powerfully launched. The addition of riboflavin and calcium was not stressed as vigorously. The principal source of
authority for the action was the Food and Nutrition Board of
the National Research Council. In the same year McCollum
became a member of the Board. But contrary to the action of
the other members, he was strongly critical of this apparent
means of improving the national health, since in his judgment
such nutrients alone failed to make up all the losses incurred in
milling wheat. This led to an extended period of controversy
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which included a change in his status from Board member to
"panel member." Following this change he was not invited
to attend any other meetings of the Board.
In retrospect, the bases for his apprehension and objection
were logical, but the relatively simple actions needed to assure
the controlled addition of selected vitamins and iron to bread
and flour were more inviting to the industry and many of the
authorities in nutrition than was the implementation of McCollum's plan. His enrichment proposals included the addition of nonfat milk solids, brewer's yeast, and wheat and corn
germs to flour and bread. Experimental evidence showed that
such supplements improved most diets more than the adopted
vitamin-iron enrichment plan. Also, tests of the consumer
acceptability suggested that the McCollum plan could be made
to work.
During the next quarter of a century that he lived McCollum
continued to study and think about the supplementation of
bread and related foods. He always felt that his plan was
superior to the program that was adopted. Notably, continuing
developments in nutrition supported his position that the
adopted program did nothing to meet the needs for better
protein. His foresight and his unequivocal stand on scientific
evidence as the basis for public policy remains a monument
to his wisdom and determination.
NUTRITION AND DENTAL HEALTH

Early in his nutritional studies McCollum began to consider the possible relations of diet to dental caries and some
other dental problems. About 1920, dental societies began to
invite him to address their meetings. During approximately
the next twenty years his involvement in this manner and as a
consultant occupied a substantial proportion of his time and
thought. His droll wit and the exceptional breadth of his
knowledge and perceptive exploration of new developments
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made him widely appreciated. This is evidenced by his receiving the Newell Sill Jenkin Medal of the Connecticut Dental
Society, the Callahan Medal of the Ohio Dental Society, and the
designation of nonresident Fellow of the New York Academy
of Dentistry and honorary member of the American Academy
of Dental Medicine.
In his own laboratory, both at Madison and later at Baltimore, McCollum and his associates pioneered in producing and
describing dental and skeletal defects in experimental animals
given faulty diets. In 1925 they were the first to note that a
large excess of fluoride in the diet is dramatically harmful to
the incisors. Much attention was given to dietary calcium and
phosphorus as possible factors in the occurrence of dental caries.
Hypoplastic enamel was produced in young animals given certain faulty diets. In 1922 they were the first to describe the
gross appearance of caries in experimental rats and to publish
photographs of some of the lesions they observed. Their findings and interpretations greatly stimulated experimental developments and serious study of the etiology and prevention
of dental caries.
One of the signal measures of the esteem in which Dr.
McCollum was held is evidenced by his selection to moderate
a major conference on "The Cause and Prevention of Dental
Caries" sponsored by the Good Teeth Council for Children,
Inc., held in early July 1938, at Chicago. Probably it was the
most comprehensive conference of this kind ever held. Seemingly every serious hypothesis and every important collection of
evidence up to that time were considered. Characteristically,
in beginning the conference, he said: "I hope that we can melt
down here the experimental work of recent years and come
to an agreement, at least on some points, as to what is established. And in the case of subjects on which we are not in
agreement, I hope we may be able to see where the trouble lies
and determine what to do next in dental research."
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By coincidence, almost at the very time this notable assemblage of scientists was groping for understanding and a
basis for hope that caries might be prevented, Time magazine
reported that on the basis of statistical studies of the U.S. Public
Health Service, fluoride in the drinking water reduces the incidence of dental caries. If the conference had been held a few
months later, this epochal discovery surely would have dominated much of the searching discussion.
From the beginning of recorded evidence that controlled
fluoridation of drinking water is beneficial, McCollum was a
believer in this means of promoting dental health. This was
typical of his keen awareness of new developments and his
wisdom in their assessment. In a letter to the writer ten months
before his death he wrote, "Fluoridation has tremendous health
importance, and has only merit, not as so many contributions
of science to public health, substituting morbidity for mortality
by prolonging life in decrepitude."
RETIREMENT

Dr. McCollum lived twenty-three years following his retirement from the faculty of The Johns Hopkins University. This
long span surely was rich in his continuing contributions to
nutritional science, particularly in the production of his outstanding book A History of Nutrition, his autobiography From,
Kansas Farm Boy to Scientist, and a large series of reflective
articles, including some research papers and patents. Moreover,
until the last few months of his life his wish was fulfilled, "that
in my old age I want to keep my mind in a state of continual
adventure."
Retirement included much general and special reading, a
practice he had cultivated from youth. In an inventory of the
personal library in his home at the time of his death there
were more than 1400 volumes, all of which he had used. They
covered virtually every area of man's higher concerns, including:
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Agriculture 33
Art and anthropology 33
Biochemistry and
biology 71
Biography 245
Cartoons and humor 13
Chemistry 91
Dictionaries and
encyclopedias 53
Economics 19
Education 14
Fiction 33
Geography and travel 33

MEMOIRS

History 179
Literature and
languages 201
Medicine 32
Nature 21
Nutrition 113
Philosophy 42
Physics 12
Poetry 46
Religion 16
Royal Society 29
Science, general 37
Miscellaneous 40

The inventory does not include the many hundreds of
scientific books and periodicals he gave to the department of
biochemistry at Hopkins' School of Hygiene and Public Health
at the time of his retirement. They are in the McCollum
Reading Room in that department. Also, he had contributed
several hundred books to the Welch Medical Library at Hopkins. There is no complete record of the hundreds of volumes
he gave to a host of friends, family members, and former students. Surely great books were his constant companions, and he
delighted in knowing and understanding their content.
Even in retirement, Dr. McCollum's never-ceasing concern
for man's welfare many generations ahead was manifested in
several ways. He gave much thought and effort to the arousal
of interest in finding ways to minimize the loss of essential
mineral nutrients, especially potassium and phosphorus, in our
sewage disposal systems. He personally wrote to many scores
of his friends and others concerned with public policy. The
letters asked for action and suggestions on what should be done.
In commenting on his concern he stated, "It is my belief that
scientific investigations on how best to prevent this gigantic
waste of our natural resources should be given high priority,
and that at whatever cost, plant nutrients now wasted should
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be recovered before disposal of sewage effluent in the interest
of the future of mankind."
During the years at Yale, McCollum gave some time to the
use of the Fischer ester method for the analysis of two of Osborne's proteins. His interest in proteins and amino acids never
waned. Ten years before he retired, with Olaf S. Rask, he began
to search for chemical methods for separating specific amino
acids from protein hydrolysates. In his retirement this became
his exclusive laboratory interest. A special but modest laboratory was set up for him on the Homewood Campus of the university. Mrs. Agatha Ann Rider, who had worked with him
at the School of Hygiene and Public Health, became his principal assistant. Six papers and three patents resulted from this
effort. The last experimental contribution was a patent issued
March 15, 1960 on the purification of glutamine. At this time
Dr. McCollum was eighty-one years old. Since his first contribution was in 1903, his total span of scientific productivity was
fifty-seven years.
There were many remembrances and glad periods of reunion with friends, students, and colleagues of earlier years.
McCollum had an extraordinary gift for making devoted
friends. Simply to visit with him was an elevating experience.
Innumerable persons came to his office at "Homewood" or his
spacious and comfortable home on Talbot Road simply to pay
their respects, to enjoy his gracious hospitality, or to seek his
counsel or assistance with a project. And there were a number
of delightful periods when special recognitions were bestowed
on him or worthy undertakings were established in his name.
In 1947, three years after McCollum's retirement, John Lee
Pratt gave $500,000 to The Johns Hopkins University to support
a research program on the biological significance of trace inorganic elements. This led immediately to the establishment
of the McCollum-Pratt Institute. After its successful beginning,
Pratt made another gift that was two times the original. Me-
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Collum's participation in the Institute was somewhat limited,
but he did propose the first director, Dr. William McElroy, and
he took an active interest in several of its programs. Occasionally he gave lectures, and he attended many of the seminars.
As he later wrote, "Association with the Institute has been a
constant delight as well as of great educational value to me."
Seven years after his retirement, in 1951, the university
honored him through a two-day symposium on "The Physiological Role of Certain Vitamins and Trace Elements." Fifteen
distinguished scientists presented papers. This was followed by
an impressive banquet. Many of his former students and
associates returned to Hopkins for this appropriate tribute,
More than two hundred admirers of Dr. McCollum contributed several thousand dollars for an oil portrait. Most of
the contributions were accompanied by warm tributes of affection and appreciation for his personal qualities and pioneering
contributions. More than one hundred persons were present
for the unveiling at the great Welch Medical Library in 1955.
Characteristically, he wrote to the author, "It was a great party,
and made me somewhat emotional, but I am recovering."
In Dr. McCollum's reflections on the presentation of the
portrait, his emotion-laden words portrayed more succinctly
than he must have realized the depth of his feeling in being
a pioneer in nutritional science. He stated:
". . . that much of whatever credit has been given me for
investigations which have contributed to better understanding
of the relation of food to health, must be shared with those
who worked with me, and with those who provided for us almost
unparalleled opportunity in the form of housing, equipment,
salaries, and all other financial resources. Very few have ever
been so fortunate as I, in being able, over so long an uninterrupted period, to do what he wanted to do, and with so few
interfering obligations."
In 1965, twenty-one years after his retirement, probably the
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greatest honor of all was paid to Dr. McCollum when the University of Kansas dedicated McCollum Hall in his honor and
that of his late brother Burton. (The brother had distinguished
himself and became wealthy through his inventions and business operations in the discovery of oil deposits.) The magnificent
ten-story dormitory houses more than 1000 students. A portrait
of Dr. McCollum and one of his brother hang side by side in
the entrance foyer. In writing to the author concerning the
dedication, he stated, "For me it was an occasion for deep emotion—having my name associated with my distinguished brother
in the naming of so fine a monument to the two of us. Many
fine words were said."
Such recognition of this loyal son of the University of
Kansas was surely merited. One little-known fact is that over
the years Dr. McCollum always contributed his honoraria for
public lectures to a student loan fund at the University of
Kansas. This amounted to more than $40,000.
Also in 1965, three other sentimental events gave much satisfaction to Mr. and Mrs. McCollum. As he expressed it in a
letter, "This has been a great year for us." It began with his
attendance in Chicago as an honored guest at the fiftieth anniversary celebration of the founding of the National Dairy
Council, organized at his suggestion in 1915.
Three months later he was escorted to Atlantic City to attend a dinner given by the American Society for Clinical Nutrition, where he was privileged to witness the bestowal of the
first annual McCollum Award, which is administered by that
Society. The Award is sponsored by the National Dairy Council.
One month later, again with Mrs. McCollum, he was in
California as an honored speaker at the fiftieth anniversary
of the appointment of his good friend, Agnes Fay Morgan, to
the faculty of the University of California at Berkeley.
This was his crowning year.
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The next year, twenty-two years after McCollum's retirement, the glow of his sunset was still bright. His eighty-seventh
birthday brought greeting cards, letters, and telegrams from
friends and well wishers from all over the world. He wrote,
"I do not like to realize how many yesterdays and how few tomorrows there are, but scarcely anyone I know has been more
fortunate in life than have I. . . . I never felt better in my life."
Three months later, with Mrs. McCollum, he was invited to
be an honored guest at the one-hundredth anniversary of the
founding of his beloved University of Kansas. Physical disability
at the time prevented him from attending.
The next birthday, in 1967, and his last, was equally pleasant
for him, and he wrote, "I have had an exceptionally pleasant
life, and am thankful." He continued to read widely and, as
he wrote, "to keep in touch with the best that has been thought
and said." Five months after that eighty-eighth birthday, his
health failed precipitously, and after three months his physical
life ended.
Sixteen years before, in commenting on his life, Time
magazine recognized the measure of McCollum's lasting contributions by stating: "He has done more than any other man
to put vitamins back in the nation's bread and milk, to put fruit
on American breakfast tables, fresh vegetables and salad greens
in the daily diet." And as concluded by his long-time friend
and distinguished colleague, Dr. Edwards Park, three years
before McCollum's death:
"McCollum's vision at the very start of his career of the
necessity for an entirely new kind of attack and the revolutionary method to be employed in studies of nutrition was a
scintillation of genius. It is no exaggeration to say that it started
a new era in nutritional research."
He was a gifted scientist and effective humanitarian who, in
his own words, had ". . . participated in a great drama of human
endeavor which has demonstrated the new truth that the pro-
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vision of a specific nutrient lacking in the diet of people in great
numbers in many parts of the world will do more than argument, law, and sermons to create comfort, courage, optimism,
and purpose."
And so Dr. McCollum is remembered.
i WISH to express my appreciation to many persons for information
and suggestions. I am especially indebted to Mrs. McCollum, to
each of Dr. McCollum's children, and to George V. Mann, Olaf
Mickelsen, Harry J. Prebluda, Agatha A. Rider, and Samuel Weisberg; but none is responsible for any omissions or errors in judgment
that may have occurred in preparing the memoir. For any shortcomings I alone am responsible.
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CHRONOLOGY
1879
1896
1900

1903

1904

1906
1906-1907
1907

1908

1909

1913
1915

1917

Born March 3 near Fort Scott, Kansas
Family moved to Lawrence, Kansas, for educational advantages
As class president, delivered an oration at high school
graduation exercises
Enrolled at University of Kansas with advanced credits
in chemistry, physics, and English composition
Membership in Sigma Xi, Kansas Chapter, although
this was generally reserved for graduate students
A.B. in chemistry, University of Kansas
M.A. in chemistry, University of Kansas
Began graduate work in organic chemistry, Yale University
Ph.D. in organic chemistry, Yale University
Postdoctoral student under L. B. Mendel, Yale University
Married Constance Carruth, Lawrence, Kansas
As instructor, became part of a team to conduct the
famous nutritional experiments with heifers, University
of Wisconsin
Started his first experiments using rats "to study the
nutritional requirements of animals," University of
Wisconsin
Proved that animals (chickens) utilize inorganic phosphorus for the phosphorylation of proteins, fats, and
nucleic acids and that they synthesize purines and
pyrimidines
Published first proof for the existence of a fat-soluble
nutrient (vitamin A)
Wrote a series of articles for Hoard's Dairyman to acquaint the public with new viewpoints in animal feeding
Harvey Society lecturer on "The Supplementary Relations among Our Common Foodstuffs"
Used for the first time the term "protective foods,"
which soon gained common usage in practical nutrition
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1917-1919
1918

1919
1919-1931
1920
1921
1922
1923

1924
1925

1927-1929
1927
1928-1937
1929
1931
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Moved to The Johns Hopkins University as head of
Department of Chemical Hygiene (later Biochemistry)
in the School of Hygiene and Public Health
Member, Advisory Committee of the U.S. Food Administration
Delivered the Cutter Lectures on Hygiene and Preventive Medicine at Harvard
The first edition of The Newer Knowledge of Nutrition
was published
National lecturer for the U.S. Food Administration on
improvements of diets and making better use of available foods
Honorary member, The American Dietetic Association
Consultant, the Merrill-Palmer Institute, Detroit,
Michigan
Member, National Academy of Sciences
Honorary Sc.D. degree, University of Cincinnati
Howard N. Potts Gold Medal of the Franklin Institute
"for Distinguished Scientific Work"
The second edition of The Neiu Knowledge of Nutrition was published
Became a regular feature writer on nutrition for McCall's Magazine
Began successfully to encourage the use of skim milk
in breadmaking
The John Scott Medal and cash award, City of Philadelphia
Foreign member, Deutsche Akademie der Naturforscher
Leopoldina
Foreign member, The Royal Academy of Medicine of
Belgium
President, American Society of Biological Chemists
Newell Sill Jenkin Medal, Connecticut Dental Society
Consultant, Bureau of Animal Industry, U.S. Department of Agriculture
Founded the central research laboratories of the National Dairy Products Corporation
Member, First International Conference on Vitamin
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Standards (London) of the League of Nations
U.S. delegate to the Eighth International Dairy Congress, at Copenhagen, Denmark
1932
Nonresident Fellow, the New York Academy of Dentistry
1932-1949 Member, U.S. Pharmacopeial Vitamin Advisory Council
1933-1937 Member, U.S. National Advisory Health Council
1934
Gold Medal, American Institute of New York
1935
The Callahan Medal, Ohio State Dental Association
Member, Permanent Commission on Nutrition of the
League of Nations
Honorary LL.D. degree, University of Manitoba, Canada
1936-1937 Member, Mixed Committee on Nutrition, Health Section, League of Nations (Geneva)
1937
Collaborator, Bureau of Animal Industry, U.S. Department of Agriculture
Citation by the University of Kansas for conferring
honor on the state and its university
Member, Conference of Technical Experts, League of
Nations (London)
1938
Consultant, National Institute of Health
Chairman, Nutrition Section of the Tenth Pan American Sanitary Conference (Bogota)
Award, Associated Grocery Manufacturers of America
President, American Institute of Nutrition
1939
Chairman, Nutrition Section of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau
1940
The Mead Johnson Award, American Institute of Nutrition
Modern Pioneers Award, National Association of Manufacturers
1941
Chairman, Section on Research of the National Conference on Nutrition in Defense
Chairman, U.S. Advisory Committee of the Coordinator
of Information on Food and Nutrition
Member, Food and Nutrition Board ot the National
Research Council
1941-1953 Member, Scientific Advisory Committee, Nutrition
Foundation, Inc.
1941
Sculptured portrait of Dr. McCollum included in a
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frieze around the Hall of Fame, Museum of the Rochester Academy of Medicine. Frieze presents portraits of
the twenty-four persons who in North America were
judged to have made the most important discoveries
in medical sciences in the previous one hundred-fifty
years
1942
Member, Subcommittee on Emergency Research of the
Committee on Foods and Nutrition of the National Research Council
1943
Consultant, Industrial Hygiene Section of the U.S. Army
Consultant, U.S. Lend-Lease Administration
Foreign member, Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
1944
The Borden Award, American Institute of Nutrition
1944-1946 Retired from the faculty of The Johns Hopkins University and became emeritus professor, but continued to
serve on a half-time basis until his successor was appointed in 1946
1945
Married J. Ernestine Becker, Baltimore, Maryland
Member, American Philosophical Society
1947
Chairman, Advisory Committee of the Robert Gould
Foundation
1948
Beginning of the McCollum-Pratt Institute for research
on "trace elements" at The Johns Hopkins University
Member, Advisory Committee of the McCollum-Pratt
Institute
1951
Honorary LL.D. degree, The Johns Hopkins University
Honoring Dr. McCollum, Symposium of the Robert
Gould Research Foundation on "The Physiological
Role of Certain Vitamins and Trace Elements"
Foreign member, The Royal Society of Arts (London)
1952
Honorary member, The British Nutrition Society
Honorary member, International Association for Dental
Research
Samuel J. Crumbine Award, Kansas Public Health
Association
1953
Honorary member, American Academy of Dental Medicine
1955
The Osborne and Mendel Award, American Institute of
Nutrition
Presentation of commissioned portrait of Dr. McCollum
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to The Johns Hopkins University, by many friends and
former students
The Borden Centennial Award for Pre-eminent and
Pioneering Achievement in Nutrition, T h e Borden
Company
The Charles F. Spencer Award, American Chemical
Society
Citation by the Merrill-Palmer Institute for services as
consultant at the founding and development of the Institute
Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters degree, Brandeis
University
Honorary President, International Union of Nutritional Sciences
Honorary President, International Congress on Nutrition, Washington, D.C.
Modern Medicine Award for Distinguished Achievement in Furthering the Progress of Medicine through
Scientific Research
Medal and citation of the New York Academy of Medicine
Foreign member, Royal Society of London
McCollum Hall, dedicated in honor of E. V. McCollum
and his brother, Burton McCollum, at the University
of Kansas
McCollum Annual Award in Nutrition established by
the National Dairy Council and to be administered by
the American Society for Clinical Nutrition
Citation by the Maryland Section of the University of
Wisconsin Alumni Association for the initiation of
research based on the use of laboratory rats to determine
the chemical components of diet needed in nutrition
Died, November 15, at Baltimore, Maryland

Elmer Verner McCollum Chair in Biochemistry, established in the School of Hygiene and Public Health at
The Johns Hopkins University
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